
JSON Web Tokens (JWTs) Are 
Not Safe
This webinar discusses why security experts believe JWTs 
aren’t safe for user sessions — and a battle-tested 
alternative. Based on the widely popular e-book.

Will Johnston



Introduction
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● Will Johnston, Developer Growth Lead at Redis

● Over 15 years of software development experience

● Worked in startups all the way to Fortune 50

● You may recognize me: youtube.com/c/Redisinc

● redis.com/try-free?coupon=JWT3



What we will cover
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In this webinar we will explore:

● HTTP Sessions, Authentication, and Authorization

● Why you might decide to use JWTs

● The perceived benefits and actual dangers of using JWTs

● JWT workarounds and their complexities

● How to use Redis for session storage

● Session storage using Redis as a primary database
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JSON Web Tokens are popularly used for
managing user sessions. However, there
are many in-depth articles and videos 
from subject matter experts (SMEs) of 
security companies like Okta talking about 
the potential dangers and inefficiencies of
using JWT tokens. 
Yet, these warnings are overshadowed by 
marketers, YouTubers, bloggers, course 
creators, and others who knowingly or 
unknowingly continue to promote them.

Source: “Why JWTs Are Bad for 
Authentication”—Randall Degges, 
Head of Developer Advocacy, Okta, a 
leading enterprise identity provider.

Source: “Stop Using JWTs”

Source: Thomas H. Ptacek, a well-known security 
researcher on Hacker News.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdJ0wFi1Jyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdJ0wFi1Jyo
http://cryto.net/~joepie91/blog/2016/06/13/stop-using-jwt-for-sessions/
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=13866883


HTTP Sessions, Authentication, and Authorization
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Use Case: Twitter



Challenges with Sessions
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Five major challenges

1. Session data needs to be stored somewhere.

2. Session data must be sent back to the client so the client can add information to 

future requests.

3. The client then needs to send the session data back to the server for future 

requests.

4. The server needs to verify if the client’s information is valid; that is, 

“authentication” and “authorization.” For example, whether or not the user who is 

liking a tweet is a “user” or “admin,” if the session expired or not, etc.

5. Session expiration. At some point, the session needs to expire to force people to log 

in again for security reasons.



1. Where to store the session data
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• On the client

• In server memory

• In the database



2. How to send session data to the client
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3. How the client sends session tokens to the server
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4. How the server handles authentication and authorization
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1. You are authenticated: Your login data is still valid 

2. You are authorized: You can login, but do you have permission to perform a specific 

action?



5. When will the session expire
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• Whenever

• Once expired, re-login is enforced

• OAuth works a little differently



Summary
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• HTTP is stateless, so to keep track of a user upon login, a “session” is created.

• A session is data about a user and their activity.

• Session data is typically stored in a database.

• A “session token” is used to authorize and authenticate a user, and is exchanged 

between the server and client on every request.

• The server calls the database on every request to check if a session is valid and get 

the session information



Storing Sessions in a Traditional Database
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Problem: Sessions stored in the database slow down requests
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How to solve this:

• Eliminate database lookups for sessions completely

• Make the extra database lookup much faster so the additional hop won’t matter

Eliminate lookups:

• Store the state in the server’s memory

• Use “sticky sessions”

• Use JSON Web Tokens

Make database lookups fast:

• Simply use Redis



Using JWTs for Sessions
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Twitter with JWTs
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The JWT spec is too relaxed
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• Written like HTML

• Provides workarounds to allow a variety of use cases (i.e. edge cases)

• Burdens engineers who must know how to avoid all the loopholes

• What might technically follow spec could also be insecure



The “none” algorithm
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Claims are optional
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Other considerations and issues
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• Length of tokens

• Stateless? Not really



Bottom line on why JWTs are dangerous
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• Logout doesn’t really log you out

• Blocking users doesn’t immediately block them

• JWTs can contain stale data

• JWTs are often unencrypted
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Source: http://cryto.net/~joepie91/blog/2016/06/19/stop-using-jwt-for-sessions-part-2-why-your-solution-doesnt-work/



Storing Sessions in Redis
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Storing Sessions in Redis with Node and Express
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Sessions with Redis as the primary database
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Thank You
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youtube.com/c/Redisinc
developer.redis.com
redis.com/try-free?coupon=JWT3

https://developer.redis.com


Q & A
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youtube.com/c/Redisinc
developer.redis.com
redis.com/try-free?coupon=JWT3

https://developer.redis.com

